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N53 20•02  W002 50•98                   LIVERPOOL 81 ft AMSL

Remarks: (continued)

Aircraft repositioning on the apron must do so under Marshaller’s guidance.

GA Apron is not part of the licensed aerodrome, limited to aircraft of 5700 kg or less.

Visiting aircraft entering GA Apron at Kilo are to call Ravenair on 131.750 for parking
instructions.

All aircraft of less than 5700 kg not requiring Customs and/or Immigration can expect
parking on the GA apron.

Twy A from Hold A3 to Rwy 27 threshold restricted to aircraft with less than 52m
wingspan.

Helicopter hovering area to the west of Twy C on disused taxiway.
FATO 30m x 30m South of runway for use by airport based helicopters only.

Flying Within 5 NM of the Liverpool CTR/CTAs
(i) Pilots flying within 5 NM of the Liverpool CTR, CTAs or directly below the CTAs 

within Class G Airspace and maintaining a listening watch only on the Liverpool 
Approach frequency may select code 5060 with mode Charlie. Solo student 
pilots fulfilling the above criteria may select code 5067 with mode Charlie.

(ii) Selection of 5060/5067 does not imply the receipt of an ATC service. Aircraft 
displaying these codes are not expected to contact ATC under normal 
circumstances, but remain responsible for their own navigation, separation, 
terrain clearance and are expected to remain clear of the Liverpool CTR/CTAs 
at all times. Pilots are reminded that the Manchester CTR/ CTAs and the 
Hawarden RMZ are in close proximity to the Liverpool CTR/CTAs and the 
display of 5060/5067 does not constitute authority to transit these areas without 
permission.

(iii) Whilst squawking 5060/5067, pilots should beaware that Liverpool Approach 
may make blind calls in order to ascertain a pilot's intentions/routing.

(iv) When a pilot ceases to maintain a listening watch or is no longer flying within 5 
NM of the Liverpool CTR/CTAs, codes 5060/5067 shall be deselected.

Warnings: Positively identify runway in use before committing to landing.
Beware of the Restricted Area R311, 5 nm SW of aerodrome. 
Exercise caution when leaving the main apron not to enter the rapid exit turn-off 
when taxiing to Rwy 09 or 27.

Restaurant: Airport Restaurant and refreshments available.

Car Hire: Hertz. Tel: 0151 486 1999.  Europcar. Tel: 0151 486 7111.

Fuel:  100LL, Jet A1.

Shell Aviation Tel 0151 486 1861.
World Fuel Services
Tel: 0151 486 7084.

Tel:  0151 907 1551   Airport Ops Centre 
0151 907 1521   Admin
0151 907 1541   ATC  

Fax: 0151 907 1550   Airport Ops Centre/PPR   
0151 907 1500   Admin
0151 907 1520   ATC

Email: aero@liverpoolairport.com (PPR)
Website: www.liverpoolairport.com
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